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you shall not 
pass

AN AD Caroline Lopez,
Still love the shrimp

I have to put this picture somewhere because I can’t stand it just sitting on my desktop anymore. This 
is an ad I got a couple of months ago while online -- I don’t remember what I was doing but here it is. 
There’s so much to try and make sense of, but I figured that it would be best to let the public interpret 
it. 

BIBLICAL FIGURE, POP LEGEND, 
OR TOLKIEN PROTAGONIST?

Lauren Ehlers,
No shrimp

I haven’t done a quiz in a while. If you want, answer these questions to find out which of these cultural icons 
you’re most like: King Solomon, George Harrison, or Gandalf. Duh!

1.) How often do you have a beard?
A. In most depictions. Sometimes you switch things up.
B. You’re more of a mustache guy. Very thick.
C. Always. To those who don’t know much about you, the hair on your face is your entire identity.

2.) How tall are you?
A. Average. No one’s really sure what your measurements are, but you seem to get by.
B. 5’10’’. Me too!
C. Very. Don’t get all inflated about it.

3.) At what age do you think you’ll die?
A. 55-ish. You aim low.
B. 58. You’re also not aiming very high.
C. 55,000. Finally some ambition.

4.) In a crisis, what are you most likely to say?
A. “This too shall pass.” A bit formal, but still chill.
B. “All things must pass.” Not as formal, exceedingly chill.
C. “You shall not pass.” Hopefully the crisis isn’t a house fire and hopefully you’re not standing in front of the 
door.

How revelatory was that! I’m sure you couldn’t catch on, but if you answered mostly A’s, you’re King Solomon. I know nothing about you! If you got 
mostly B’s, you’re George Harrison. Groovy! Predominantly C’s? Gandalf. I know nothing about you either! Maybe I need to get out more. 

 


